Run Report
Run 2550.....

City Views and Phews .

Golden Buddha
D’arcy Road Seven Hills

HARES: ... Boxa
TRIVIA:

The Run report commissioned as a punishment for talking in the Circle!
What a load of Crap!
Poor Prep. – Poor Awareness of the Hashmen attending
Lack of Pre warning
Lack of Attention to details / what’s happening in the Circle
Gives a hashman little to work with for a Run Report

But here it is:
Time & Venue:
It’s a quiet ‘Monday Night in the Suburbs’ – Brisbane Queensland
- the second Monday of the new year 2019 - 7/Jan’/2019
- RUN 2550 – The run to set the Standards for the year & the New Hash Committee

A few runners and what I now call ‘The Walking Dead!’ arrive at the new venue for the 6.15pm start –
A virgin venue – never before experienced – there’s not many left in Brisbane I haven’t been exposed to in 39 years of Hashing in Brisbane.
The Start – opposite the Golden Buddha Thai Restaurant – on the gravel footpath
The hare – Boxa - promoting his view - ‘Run Of The Year!’
Boxa – didn’t your mother tell you the old adage! –‘ Self Praise is no praise!’
Our mate Boxa – without his RSPCA Hash Doggie Duo in tow – This is a first for a long time!
I’ve said before Someone tell Boxa – he’s too old to pull females with the line – ‘look at my little pet
dogs’ routine
Boxa - throwing his office file shredding paper on the footpath – indicating a well thought out
environmentally friendly marked trail – tell that to the ‘Save our Bushland’ Community group who had
their notices all over the bush-land we passed through on the run!
The Run / Walk:
The trail moves out along D’arcy road, turning into Amelia Av- on through the two Hill Roundabouts of Capitoline Hill – A landmark of Brisbane and Seven Hills.
Spectacular views – amazing architectural housing and your all-around wealthy suburbs, and a
great easement of 1000 steps that sorted out the comparison with Xmas cheer and those
hashmen that exercised over the New Year break.
The trail moved on through Oiurinal Crt and it’s round-a-bout across Oateran Skyline Dr and
weaved its way to the Seven Hills Bushland Reserve and back along D’arcy rd to the Circle.
Overall a well set out run with use of the history landmarks of Brisbane and the opportunities in
Seven Hills. .
Enough of the geography lesson – now onto the stories – a usual group of hashmen - all with their
Monday night stories – Can’t remember any as my Alzheimer’s has kicked in again – so on to:
The Circle:
Last week is was – A new Committee rule!
Hares to provide / arrange the grog in the circle – but No!! – Procrastination has set in already
- NO! – FourX was not happy with hares to be reimbursed for the circle drinks – too much work

– The Poor Thing!
So HE will organise the grog esky & the ice - each week
& then he doesn’t turn up for the run - & doesn’t arrange a responsible adult to fill in for him!
POOR FORM! – FourX

- Limited Circle! – NO ICE! – NO Drinks! – NO Monk! – Unsure of the raffle!

UNIMPRESSED!
The Nosh:
Assume the Hashmen that partook in the Thai food of the Golden Buddha enjoyed the ambiance, the
cuisine and the good company – looked like a dozen or so Hashmen on the footpath when I passed
- However as ZIT, TTUB & DOLEBLUDGER continued to solve the problems of the world,
Hash Family Life issues and the 2019 Financial drought / crises expected – numerous topics
in the Car Park after the Circle - time slipped by – for us to get enrolled at the restaurant
So can’t report on the Nash Nosh & the Standards experienced there
– No doubt Boxa was impressive in his organisation & venue manipulation skills.
‘The Run Score........5 + 1 ( for effort) / 10
– Shame on the scoring result - the walk/run was good & well marked – however as I indicated
with limited full knowledge of the whole of the run evening, and the experience of poor Standards
from the committee I have to leave Boxa’s run score at 6 out of 10
Boxa get our 2019 Committee to raise their Standards next time
We are all getting old! - but it is no excuse for letting Hash traditions lapse!
Was thinking of talking with Brengun about organising a complaint / demonstration etc – send a
few whinging emails etc etc
But that would only give him points to ‘Whinger of the Year!’ award - & he does not need
encouragement
So to finalise this di a tribe – ‘Lift your game gentlemen!’
ON ON .......D.B.

